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Research Question

How can we improve student-teacher relationships at 

Edison?  
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Data Collection Methods

1. Graffiti Wall (teachers and students)

1. Focus Group
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Graffiti Wall

The Plan

Put a graffiti wall in the 

teacher’s lounge and in the 

lunchroom to see how 

students and teachers view 

student-teacher 

relationships.

The Reality

We got some responses 

from teachers, but didn’t 

get any from students. 
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Focus Groups

● Led focus groups with six distinct 

racial/ethnic groups
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Key Findings

Relationships Matter - A LOT

Relationships are affected by power dynamics

Relationships are affected by outside influences
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Findings - What Does a Strong 
Student-Teacher Relationship Look 
Like?

Students Said:

“When students and teachers form a bond where they get each other.”

“When there is common ground and more equal power.”

“When students feel respected and feel comfortable talking about anything.”

“Being able to ask questions without being afraid of being judged.”

“When you can talk about personal stuff, and it’s continuous and 

consistent.”
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Findings - Importance of Relationships

Students Said:

“If you have a bad relationship, it is harder to ask for help when you need it.  If you have a good 

relationship, you can get positive help and it impacts your grade for the positive.”

“Students are less interested in class as a whole if they don’t have a good relationship with a teacher.  

Good relationships engage students more.”

“When students feel respected, they feel comfortable talking about anything.”

“If you don’t like the teacher you don’t want to go to class.”

“When a student is comfortable with the teacher, they will ask more questions and feel more 

comfortable to ask questions.”8



Findings - What Does It All Mean to Us?

Relationships Have Power

● To Shape Students’ Self-Image

● To Influence Student Engagement

● To Help Students Get What They Need From Their Teacher and Their 

School
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Obstacles to Strong Relationships

● Outside influences
○ Phones

○ Personal issues

● Power dynamics
○ rules

○ class topics

● Classes not connected to students’ lives
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Recommendations

#1 - MORE STUDENT VOICE - Continue Tuesday Circles in Advisory, but let 

students choose the questions.

#2 - Work to make clear connections between class content and students’ 

lives.

#3 - More emotional support.

# - More positive reinforcement.
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Lessons Learned and Reflections 
on the Process

YPE helped teach us how to listen to other people’s opinion without judging and 

taught us how to make others feel comfortable sharing their ideas.

Our school has a lot of needs - and students want to be part of the solution and 

be involved.

Teachers and students both share responsibility for school climate.

It’s hard to get everyone to give feedback.
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Thank You!


